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If Gentiles could see how the jews see them, even for 10 seconds, they would never forget this sight. Indeed, to the jews, the "Gentile", is a goyim, a literal animal in human form. In this case, they understand less about spirituality than a fly understands about advanced rocketry. This was not the case, and we know this historically to be true from all surviving history. This was heaped upon humanity.

Unfortunately, over the years, one comes to encounter this very sad reality for themselves, because it has manifested itself blatantly. The jews know what they are saying, because they have caused this very reality to self-manifest.

Many individuals know and understand few things about spirituality, even the very studied ones. And the very "studied" ones, always appear to not really have much to offer, unless one is totally a novice. That is because in many cases, these individuals may have studied and so forth, but lack of superior purposes, and lack of actual spiritual communication, impedes someone from true understanding.

One has to actually devote themselves in the "Spiritual Path" to get something out of it, not dissimilar to how one, if they want wealth or health or any other attainment, this requires their attention to reach a level of power.

Every so often, jews would make a trash can out of my e-mail with their trashy emails. Except of incoherent rants, there are things that I find appalling in regards to this species of people. One of them is how lowly dogs they assume Gentiles are, and how stupid they assume every Gentile is. They have confidence in their creation, as the NPC Gentile is their creation, and they want to advertise this at every opportunity they find.

For example, they believe they can get away with one lie in regards to a subject. Rabbis, always, do believe they can lie their way out. Their whole culture that they export, is filled with lies. In regards to how much they believe that Gentiles know of spirituality, they laugh their asses at Gentiles. While we are reaching the level of "Not anymore", we are definitely not here yet. But we will be soon. Jews are surprised they are losing control of this whole situation.
Spiritual understanding and information, such as the Joy of Satan and other information here. One will see as they advance, it has levels like an onion. When one is new, they understand the first layer, then the second, then the third and so on. If one is not on the level yet, you can share the exact information with someone, but since we humans understand things from our perspective, one has to be at the level of understanding the function of information.

A hidden code the Jews have in regards to their "writings", is that their actual meaning, is to be understood with "Ruah HaKodesh", or what they call "The Holy Spirit". In their case, this "Ruah" is a level of awakening the chakra system all in all.

As far as Gentiles are concerned, advanced perception starts to come in with the Kundalini Serpent being risen or properly awakened. This gives someone the necessary insight to separate true from false, on the high levels of advancement, and see the reality behind spirituality and meditation.

Gentiles could use some honesty if we are to escape out of this situation. For thousands of years, Gentiles our "Species" has behaved like cattle [as the jews defined for it], in an imposed spiritual quarantine by the enemy. The enemy is responsible for causing this, but many individuals are responsible for continuing this.

A common complaint in Alchemical Medieval texts, is how many people do not understand "The Craft" [of Alchemy]. This remains true to this very day. Alchemists were forced underground because of this, and many had to LARP around as even xians to avoid having their head chopped off by brainless mobs. This was the fruit of promoting spiritual illiteracy and actual illiteracy to the masses.

We went from Library of Alexandria, public debating, and philosophizing, to literally having your head chopped off if you knew how to read. The Middle Ages was a terrifying time for humanity at large.

The enemy is trying to restart Middle Ages, because positive progress is done in humans breaking away from their control and wanting to generate new forms of thought outside their slave control. I observe many new technologies and the free flow of information, as very positive things, which many people take for granted. Imagine, all of this began only in the last 20 years. We think that this is for granted, but it is definitely not. It is an early phenomenon.

Therefore, jews are terrified as a slaver losing their control over a mass of slaves. Nothing that we see in this world now, is a "normal reaction" that deals with them
being in control. They are not, and they have gone apeshit over the population. As soon as the floodgates opened in the last centuries, many people became interested in spirituality again. Yet, many people are as naive as to speak about Golden Ages and how everything will turn into perfect very soon.

The question is this: look around you, and tell me how many people do you see that are properly advanced or spiritually advancing at all? The answer to this is, not many.

How many people are you seeing that are doing anything about the enemy and/or at least resisting their paradigm? The question is probably, very few. Numbers here are increasing by the day.

Chances are, if you are self searching, you are smarter than the average population. This is not to prop your ego so that you go around thinking everyone else is stupid and you superior. There are many smart people in many professions and other fields, and many people who are simply "Smart".

In the case of a Satanist, there is another flame that is burning inside, and for lack of better specification, we can just call it the remnants of a spiritual soul. This soul will propel someone during their life to spiritual discovery and ascent. All Gentiles have this part of the soul, but in many, it is a flame so put down, that only the candlewick remains. In many cases, under endless tons of tar.

Unless these numbers of spiritual and self seeking humans increase in the planet, and unless Gentiles start taking this whole aspect of life a bit seriously, jews do still remain at large, a more "spiritual" people, but they are also in rampant decline. As mathematical reality has it, they will sink before Gentiles do, based on numbers and everything else. We know them and their works.

The average "Spiritual Field" of a Gentile, their average "Understanding", and their average "Intelligence" in that regard, is on a mass level, lower than jews, on average. This is the objective reality. Many Gentiles are so careless, that all they do all day, is sit on a TV, or watch Youtube videos all day.

I just watch how many people behave during the times of the lockdown, where their literal life is ravaged apart and they are left without a future. Many are only playing video games waiting for someone or something to act. Note here, ONLY doing that. When these things in life are taken to the ONLY level, this is where things start to get bad.
They don't try to adapt or help themselves, or seek alternatively a solution due to inner strength. Yet, the good news are, that many people are also seeking Truths or are questioning their experience.

In that regard, Satanists stand opposite to this flock of people. You are the people that, be it now, or once upon a time, searched for answers. You got problems? Well, you have the means of adaptation. This differentiates the Satanic Soul from the regular non-awakened individuals.

Make no mistake, this is not only Gentiles in this category, but jews also. Between Gentiles and Jews, there exists however a rift. The enemy still has their spiritual class, and they still do rituals, and many other things.

The fact that this world is actually changing and Gentiles can keep up a fight, should motivate everyone here to continue. Yes, times are dark, but they would be far darker, this is guaranteed, were it not of us to do anything. As the enemy beats up an animal to immobilize it, we give it courage to actually stand up and fight.

One needs not lose their patience, their cool, or their smile over stupidity going around. As you advance and move past the level in the middle, you'll understand so many things about this world, that it is best to just keep silent about it. Do not fight other people over it. Most people are drones as is, and they are only hovering in the middle of powers they don't understand.

Explaining can fall in vain ears. In the cases of too far advancing, this can be quite impossible to explain anything to an individual. It is as if trying to explain the functions of rocketry to an ant.

If specific individuals are actually monkey or even human, then you can explain them a few things, but still, leave it at that. Humans come to the Truth on their own accord, and when they are ready. You can expose to them with big signs all day, and they will not sink in the information if they are beneath it.

One needs at least some form of governmental or hollywood level of power to do half of this. And as the enemy proves, not even these means can be enough, if humans themselves have not had their inner switch flipped. And this switch is flipped by people being exposed to information which they process, oftentimes on their own. This is why it's far more important to spread information to others. Because some of them are ready, but are not exposed to it yet.

I know it hurts emotionally many people, and I am writing this also for the holidays. We'll hear the usual xian bullshit these holidays again, the usual jewish
songs, and the usual Jewish kvetching. For the time being, we are living in a Jewish world. People, since infancy, are drummed into their heads like autobots, the same Jewish programming and code. Many are so beyond saving, that as you advance, you will see that they behave like drones. You'll question yourself on if some individuals do have the capacity or thought or not.

Do not mess up your heart and think of the positive news here: You at least, have the power of self thought, and you have struggled to gain your right to be a partaker of spiritual advancement and Truth. And believe me, your struggle will reward you emotionally, spiritually, and also physically when the proponents of spirituality are understood. You'll have a purpose and they will not. Do not mess your family with proselytizing, and do not attack them over subjects they cannot fathom and/or understand that will come to your own detriment. Many people put their ego in the front and don't listen to any input from other individuals. You could be miles ahead in self consciousness, and how this affects a cow or a horse is in no way whatsoever. There's no point in being radical.

Be it that the fate of humanity is very sorry, in cases of loved ones who depart and what not, the Gods and Demons will intervene to help. Also, they may provide them help, without wanting to be praised for it. Even worse, I have seen examples where the Gods have intervened to save people like this, and they credit this worthless stuff to "God". It is actually our vilified Gods that are pulling humanity out of being wrecked time and time again by the enemy. Eventually, the full understanding of this will arise.

For now, primitive humans understand that the storm starts, and then they go pray to a rock. Then the storm stops. It is some advanced Alien using weather alteration that stops the storm, but the monkey will only understand the rock has helped them. You go and you ask this primitive human and try to take away the stone, and they will want to kill you. This is the level where many of these individuals are at.

It is beyond their reason for the time being. We are getting to where we are now comprehending collectively the existence of these beings.

The good news is, that the RTR's and the Rituals we have done, have had considerable and massive impact to the enemy. For this to manifest socially, time is needed, because humans are grown in a specific way and manner.

This goes on for years, generations, and eras. The better news is that you don't have to wait for this world to change, if you have planned to change yourself. Yes, you can ascend in every-way without the world having necessarily
"ascended". It is definitely more difficult, but don't act like you're in the Middle Ages. We are not. And these are good news.

We have to now stop the new Middle Ages from emerging. And this time around, our kind is more empowered than our side was back in time. That is a thing to rejoice and motivate everyone to use this position of advantage to score further wins, and not a heads in to compliance. When you win, you have to push it to finalize this, not just step back. Understanding the flow of life will put one's heart at ease. We are getting there, and it's happening fast. But at the same point, beautiful flowers have to grow in the midst of weeds and bad weather. But this is the only way to have resilient and strong flowers. This is also how you create new species of flowers, which will be resistant to future storms.

As things are, one should hold their head up high, mind their goals, do their duties, and move forward. It may sound absurd now, this world is going bad right? Yes, but not all of it. Life will go continue despite of anything. We will do what we will do for this world, and for ourselves. It's been a few years that have passed through towards betterment, not a century.

We have to do what we can and the world will follow. Wish everyone a happy 2021, and stay strong in Satan.